Digital tries occur in a variety of computer and communication algorithms including symbolic manipulations, compiling, comparison based searching and sorting, digital retrieval techniques, algorilhms on strings, file systems. codes and communication protocols. It is crucial for all of these applications to design and build robust models of the underlying digital trees. In this paper, we present a complete characterization of tries from the depth viewpoint in a Markovian framework. that is. under the assumption that symbols in a key are Markov-dependent. Our main findings show that asymptotically (Le.
INTRODUCTION Digital trees appear in a variety of computer and communication applications including
searching, sorting, dynamic hashing [1, 2, 3] , codes and most recently in tree and stack communication protocols [4] [5] [6] [7] . Of particular interest is a digital tree called (radix) trie. A me is a data structure associated with a set lJ of (possible) infinite strings built over a finite alphabet ..d = {OO!,ffil, ... , rov}t where OJi is the i-th letter (symbol) of the V-ary alphabet..d. In the most common analytical model of Lries, it is assumed that cardinality J.h I of h is fixed and equal to n. that is. the underlying trees store n records. A trie over.h is built recursively as fol- A3. The number of strings (Le., the cardinality 11:> I of1:» is fixed and equal to n.
· 3 -
We note lhat for the so called independent model (no dependency between symbols), the transition probability Pi; docs not depend on i , that is. Pij = Pi = Pr {Xf = (OJ) for every i. Thus.
the Markovian model is a natural extension of the independent model. We also note that the fIxed cardinality assumption A3 defines the 50 called Bernoulli model which is postulated throughout the entire paper. Finally we point out that our methodology allows us to extend assumption Al to include r-dependent stationary Markov chains, however, for simplicity of fi.llthcr presentation, we only deal with assumption A 1 (see Remark (ii) ).
Our main interest lies in evaluating lhe depth of a leaf (also called depth of insertion and successful search time) in the Markovian model. This quantity is very useful in estimating complexity of some algorithms. most notably the searching time in any search algorithm based on tries [2] , and the length of conflict resolution session for tree-based communication protocols [6, 7] . In this paper we prove that the average value EOn of the depth On for large n becomes EOn -l/h I'log n + c' where c' is a constant and hI = L 1tiPij 10gPij is the entropy of the i,j alphabet A. The variance var D n appears to be a'log n +c" with a=O for the independent symmetric model, that is, when for all i and i, Pij = lIV. In addition, we present exact distribution function for the depth On. and show that On tends to the nonnal distribution in all cases except the independent symmetric model.
Tries have been analyzed in the past by several authors, but most of the analyses confined to independent model [&-13] except the paper of Pinel [14] (convergence in probability) and Regnier [15] (size of tries). Knuth [2] , Flajolet [8] , and Kirschenhofer and Prodinger [12] analyzed only binary symmetric independent model for tries, and the authors of [12] have additionally obtained lhe variance of the depth. This has been independently extended by Jacquet and Regnier [9, 10] (limiting distribution), Piuel [13] (limiting distribution), and Szpankowski [11] (all moments) to an asymmetric independent model. Authors of [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] use extensively complex analysis to derive their results. Finally, Pinel [14] proved convergence in probability of the depth D" for a general dependency between symbols, and Regnier [15] obtained the first leading factor in a Markovian analysis of the average size of mes. Our methodology is new, and it is based only on the inclusion-exclusion rule which is general enough to be also applied to many other models. most notably a dependent model with correlated strings (relaxation of assumption A2). This paper is organized as follows. The next section defines our basic model and presents main results. The last section contains proofs.
MAIN RESULTS
In this section we present a general idea of our novel approach to evaluate depth for tries.
We illustrate the power of this approach by re-deriving depth for independent models. Finally, we present our main results for the Markovian model, delaying all proofs to Section 3, and discuss some consequences of OUf findings.
Let us start willi some definiLions that illustrate our new approach to the problem under consideration. In short. we introduce a notion of alignment (cf. [16] ) that is used throughout the entire paper. We note also that at this moment we to not make any assumption regarding distributions of symbols and/or strings, except we adopt for simplicity assumption A3. Let X I. X 2 •. ..• X n E 1J be n strings (keys) stored in a trie. We define the alignment C ij between the i-lh and the j-th keys, i *" J, as the length of the longest prefix of both Xi and Xj' Thus, Co = k iff Xj and X j agree exactly on their first k symbols but differ on their (k + l)-sL. In [16] we have shown how to express some parameters of tries through the notion of alignments C jj _ Here we concentrate on the depth which. as we shall indicate below, is the most difficult to analyze.
Let Dn(i) denote the depth of the i-lh key in a trie, that is, the number of nodes in a path from the root to the i-th key. Then. by the definition of the alignment. one immediately finds that Now, let us assume that we randomly select a key, and for such a key we evaluate the depth.
Such a depth is called the average depth, and we denote it as D". At this point, we additionally adopt asswnption A2 (independent keys), and then it is easy to see that all D,,(i) are equidistributed. which implies that D lI has the same distribution as DnCi) for arbitrary i [14] . Therefore.
the original definition of D n reduces to
The above fannula on D" is used to derive all our results. We note that by virtue of the inclusion-exclusion principle [17] and (2.1) one obtains
This formula holds for all distributions of symbols in the alphabet, and in fact, it can even be extended to dependent keys [18] . Moreover, (2.2) reveals some interesting facts that lead to a better understanding of the depth D". In particular, due to the alternating sum in (2.2) we need exact formula on the joint distribution Pr {C 12 > k • ...• C lr > k} for the asymptoLics of the depth D,S" Any approximation of this probabiliLy may lead to major difficulties in handling the sum in (2.2).
To illustrate the power and beauty of (2.2). we briefly present analysis of the depth for the independent model, that is, under the following assumption (binary alphabet is assumed only for simplicity of presentation):
AI' Symbols of the alphabet"'& = {rolt~} are generated independently with probability p and q = I -P respectively.
Assumption AI' implies immediately (cf. [I6])
Pr
for I z I < 1. We note that the alternating sum is still in (2.4). In particular, the average depth ED n follows from (2.4), and after simple algebra one obtains
The alternating swns (2.4) and (2.5 ) are easy to analyze tluough the Mellin transform as shown in [19] (see also [8. 10-12] where c is a constant and Pz(n) is a fluctuating function with small amplitude. For synunetric independent model the variance reduces to the constant (h z = hI) and [11] '" I so Dn/ED"~1 in probability as n --t 00. In the case of independent symmetric models. we can prove stronger results, namely almost surely convergence of D,/ED n to one as n --t 00.
(iv) Higher moments. In Proposition (iii) we show that (Dn-EDn)r..JvarD" is asymptotically normal for the asymmetric tries. In fact, we shall prove more, namely that all momenls of the above tends to the appropriate moments of the standard normal distribution NCO. 1). Therefore, one proves that
as m tends to infinity. In particular, we may also conclude that me m-th moment ED:;' of D n grows asymptotically like 1/hi" '!og'"n where h I is the enLropy of the alphabet.t1.
ANALYSIS
In this section we prove our Proposition. The plan is as follows. First, we rederive a more convenient form of the generating function (2.7) for the depth in the Markovian model.
Then, we deal in details wilh the average depth analysis, and shortly discuss the analysis of the variance var D,.. Finally, we elaborate on the limiting distribution of the depth which is discussed in a fairly detailed way. In this section additionally we assume that the Markov chain is irreducible and aperiodic, and for simplicity of the analysis we adopt another postulate, namely that all eigenvalues are simplet . then gi(k) =: 1 and 1tj (resp. "'i) are the associated eigenvectors for Ili.
Using the spectral representation (3.1) with gi(k) =: 1 as mentioned above, we can represent the joint distribution of r alignments as below (see (2.6»
This is the form of the joint probability Pr{ C 12 > k, ... , C lr > r} that is used in our general formula (2.2) to rederive the generating function Gn(z) of the depth. After some algebra one obtains (3.3)
We show soon, the term with eigenvalues Ili does not contribute at all to the asymptotics.
-.
At first, we deal with the average depth ED/I' EIther from (3.3) (e.g., ED n = Gn(l» or directly from (2.2) we show that
The asymptotics of the above are easy to establish through the Mellin-like approach suggested by Szpankowski in [19] . It is proved there that an alternating sum of the general form as follows
[;]fcr), wherej(r) is any sequence that has analytical continuation to a complex r=2 funcLionf(z), can be represented as the following complex integral
where the error function en is of at least the order of magnitude smaller than the leading term.
More precisely,
J zr(z)f(t -z)nr-zdz
Xl -lf2-ioo (3.50) where r(z) is the gamma function [21] . In our case, the formula (3.4) on the average depth ED n admits the alternating sum form, so by (3.5) we obtain The evaluation of the integral (3.6) is simple and we appeal to the celebrated Cauchy's residue theorem [21] . We first show lhat the second term in (3.6) contributes nothing to the asymptotics. Indeed. for this tenn, right to the line of integration (-112 -i 00 ; -1/2 + i 00)
there is only one singularity at z = 0 coming from the gamma function. Hence We need Taylor's expansions of the function involved in (3.6) to compute the residues. Naturally [21] , r(z) = z-I -y+ O(z), and n-z = 1-z log n + 0(z2). Moreover, it is easy to notice that (3.9a) . v
where H = -<1t [1] . '11(1) > = -L 1tj log 1tj. The denominaoor 1 -A[I-z] we handle as follows. The variance var D" can be analyzed in a similar manner, and details are left to the reader.
We note that from the generaLing function (3.3) we obtain (3.10) and, as above, the asymptotics of (3.10) can be studied throughout the following Mellin-like integral -1f2+i ...
ED,(D,
, and after some algebra one obtains Proposition
(ii) formula (2.10).
Finally, we deal with the limiting distribution, and we shall additionally assume that the independent symmetric case is excluded. We use Goncharov's theorem [2] which states that a sequence Xli of random variables with mean~n and variance O"n approaches a normal distribulion if for all 't = iu and -00 < 'U < 00, where G/I(z) is the generating function of X". Since we are also interested in the convergence in moments, hence we assume that 't is complex. Let t = 't/a n • Note that t --7 0 as n --7 00 , since an = -Vvar D n = ;fa log n + 0 (1) where
To prove (3.11) we consider first Gn(u) for u = e l with t --7 0 for n --700. In. fact, we may consider 1-Gn(u)_ Then, by (3. 3)
But, (3.11) is an alternating sum with respect to n, so we can evaluate the asymplOtics of 1 -G II ('\}) by the same approach as in the case of ED". that is. by applying our Mellin-like formula (3.5). In our case we have We denote all the roots of (3.13) by Sk(t) when 'U = e f I and k = 0, ± I, ± 2, .
Cauchy's formula (3.13)
Then, by Using the same approach as in Jacquet and Regnier [9] we easily prove that t so(t) = -,-+
1-G,(u)~Ro(l)g(so(t))(I-e')n-'.(') + (I -e') i R,(t)g(st(t))n~.(,)
A. [l] Then, with t ='t/cr,. =tr!a.log n We also note that R ott) = - In the proof of the theorem we shall use the following lemma.
Lemma. Let A be a positive matrix, and let exist a vector x > 0 and constant J3 such that Ax;;:: J3x
for all x ;:J:. 0, where ..~.. means elementwise. Then, the principal eigenvalue A. of A satisfies (A4)
